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EVENT DETAILS

COMPANY BREAKDOWN
At GTR we pride ourselves on keeping you
connected with your community. Once you’re
registered for the event, join the GTR website as
a member to gain access to the event’s private
Members Area. Here you’ll be able to connect
with fellow delegates and GTR members, post
discussion topics on forums and access all pre
and post-event materials.

44

%

14%

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Peter Gubbins, Managing Director
pgubbins@gtreview.com
+44 (0)20 8772 3000

PARTNERSHIP & MEDIA
OPPORTUNITIES
Perry Greaves, Senior Marketing Executive
pgreaves@gtreview.com
+44 (0)20 8772 3012

ACCOMMODATION
Delegates are responsible for the arrangement and
payment of their own travel and accommodation.
Upon registering to attend this event, GTR will
inform you of how to book accommodation.

VENUE DETAILS
Venue:	The International Convention Centre
63 Broad St
Birmingham B1 2HG, UK
Tel:

+ 44 (0) 121 644 5025

Web:

www.theicc.co.uk

EVENING NETWORKING RECEPTION
Date: June 9, 2015
Time: 17.25

44%	CORPORATES & TRADERS
14% BANKS & FINANCIERS
10%	NON-BANK FINANCIERS
10% GOVT ORG & PUBLIC BODIES
7% INSURERS & RISK ANALYSTS
4% LAWYERS

3%
3%
2%
2%
1%

“Attended again following
2013 conference. Found it
had improved even though
2013 was a great success.”
S Dootson, Hughes Safety Showers

“A high impact event, excellent
presenters on topical issues of business
importance; fluid, engaging and
enjoyable. Highly recommended.”
D Thatcher, The Translation Desk

“A valuable initiative with
valid and topical content
and a relevant, wide ranging
audience.”
J Griffiths, Deutsche Bank

“I’d recommend this for all
involved in exporting or
funding exports.”
J Smith, The Oval Group

JOIN GTR ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Our official conference hashtag: #GTRUK

SOLUTION PROVIDERS
OTHER
MEDIA
CONSULTANTS
ECAS & MULTILATERALS

MEDIA PARTNER

EVENT DETAILS

UK Trade & Export
Finance Conference
2015

2014’s VITAL STATISTICS
DELEGATES
ATTENDED

Following the highly successful 2014 event
which welcomed over 280 delegates, GTR’s
UK Trade & Export Finance Conference
2015 will return to Birmingham; once again
providing the ideal forum for high level
discussion and debate between the UK’s
corporate, government and financial sectors.
The conference will focus on how best to increase UK
export volumes. Themes discussed will include identifying
new markets, tackling obstacles faced in terms of obtaining
funding, highlighting the latest government initiatives and
considering on the ground experiences from a range of UK
businesses. As always, networking will form an integral part of
the event, allowing delegates to make full use of their time by
meeting key stakeholders and building relationships with those
looking to further business prospects in the region.

“Good insight into export
finance and great networking
opportunities.”
W Stacey, Lucy Switchgear

COMPANIES
REPRESENTED

285 136
COUNTRIES
REPRESENTED

2

51

SPEAKERS REPRESENTED
FROM MULTIPLE SECTORS

29% GOVT ORG & PUBLIC BODIES
25%	CORPORATES & TRADERS
23% BANKS & FINANCIERS
7% INSURERS & RISK ANALYSTS
6%	NON-BANK FINANCIERS
4% LAWYERS
2% SOLUTION PROVIDERS
2% ECAS & MULTILATERALS
2% OTHER

THE WORLD'S LEADING TRADE FINANCE
NEWS, PUBLICATIONS AND EVENTS
1-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDES:
●● ALL 6 ISSUES OF GTR MAGAZINE
●● ALL ANNUAL GTR SUPPLEMENTS
●● 1 COPY OF THE GTR DIRECTORY
●● FULL ONLINE ACCESS TO

WWW.GTREVIEW.COM AND
WEB ARCHIVE
●● FULL ACCESS TO THE GTR APP

AND GTR DIRECTORY APP
published by

●● WEEKLY GTR eNEWS

TRY A FREE 7-DAY TRIAL

TO SUBSCRIBE CONTACT CHARLOTTE ASHTON AT CASHTON@GTREVIEW.COM,
CALL +44 20 8772 3006, OR VISIT WWW.GTREVIEW.COM/SUBSCRIBE

AGENDA

Conference: Tuesday, June 9 2015
08.00

REGISTRATION AND REFRESHMENTS

09.45

International Trade Survey results 2015

09.00	Chairman’s opening remarks

Lesley Batchelor, Director General, Institute of Export &
International Trade
Mark Runiewicz, Chief Executive Officer, Trade & Export
Finance Limited (TAEFL)
A popular and topical subject for discussion during previous
gatherings, 2015’s gathering will be the first time the results of
the International Trade Survey will be announced live onstage,
providing the opportunity for initial reflections of trade within
a diverse and engaged audience. The survey, the largest of its
kind, is commissioned by the Institute of Export & International
Trade (IOE) as part of their remit to actively voice the needs
and concerns of those at the heart of world trade. Its ethos has
changed a little this year to gain a clearer, concise insight into
the essence of international business, while still providing the
most accurate picture of the health of Britain’s export industry
and serving as an invaluable tool for shaping and influencing UK
export policy. We await its findings with anticipation.

Anthony Hilton, Journalist & Broadcaster

09.05

LIVE ANNOUNCEMENT

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

The mandate for UK export growth
Professor George Feiger, Executive Dean,
Aston Business School
This keynote address will be provided by Professor George
Feiger, a renowned industry expert with many years’ experience
in varied roles across the financial sector, including first-hand
experience of working with the owners of small and mediumsized firms. In this high-level opening to the event, Professor
Feiger will consider the need for expanding the horizons,
aspirations and management capabilities of such companies
to enable them to take advantage of growth and export
opportunities, enhancing the availability and knowledge of
financing options to realise ambitious business plans.

10.25

NETWORKING BREAK

SELECT EITHER STREAM A, STREAM B OR STREAM C
STREAM A: BEST OF BRITISH: MAINTAINING COMPETITIVE EDGE FOR UK MULTINATIONALS
Chair: Anthony Hilton, Journalist & Broadcaster

11.50	
Support from the top: How can the UK meet the

challenge to drive export growth?

11.10	
Reflecting on The Cole Commission on Exports:

Moderator: Anthony Hilton, Journalist & Broadcaster
Irene Graham, Executive Director, British Bankers
Association (BBA)
Zafar Khan, Group Financial Controller, Carillion
James Pumphrey, Head of Structured Trade & Export Finance
UK, Deutsche Bank
Tony Wonfor, Head of Sales Financing, Western Europe,
Huawei Technologies (UK)
Margaret Eyres, Head of Direct Lending, Direct Lending Division,
UK Export Finance

Key findings and insights

Gabriel Buck, Commissioner, Cole Review; Chair, Export
Finance & Trade Committee, British Bankers Association (BBA);
Managing Director, Head of ECA & Capex Financing Solutions
Group, Barclays
What brought about the commission and what were the common
themes resulting from the (80+) submissions?
●● Are all stakeholders (government, exporters, trade bodies,
financiers, legal/insurance) working in the same direction when
it comes to the objectives of the commission?
●● Which of the recommendations from the commission will have
the greatest impact? What should exporters be doing to take
advantage?
●● What changes is the commission likely to bring about on the UK
export finance market? What lay behind the recommendations
and why are they important?
●● Is the UK Government’s goal of £1 trillion in exports by
2020 achievable? To what extent are the outcomes of the
commission expected to help meet this target?
●●

How beneficial have initiatives such as UKEF’s Direct Lending
Facility proved in helping overseas buyers purchase goods and
services from UK exporters? Has this helped UK companies to
secure significant overseas contracts and do we expect to see a
significant increase in export volumes as a result?
●● How important is close consultation with industry bodies such
as the British Bankers Association when it comes to furthering
and developing UK export initiatives? How easy is it to meet
competence, capability and expertise criteria when it comes to
new initiatives and facilities?
●● Does increased collaboration between public bodies such as
UK Export Finance and the commercial banking sector provide
greater opportunities for expanding the UK’s existing trade
corridors and furthering its presence in new markets?
●● To what extent have increased regulatory pressures impacted
on balance sheet management and what does this mean for
leverage ratios?
●● Are we likely to witness an increase in the number of banks
saying they are unable/unwilling to participate in certain
transactions? What does the increase in the role of nonbank finance providers such as pension funds and insurance
companies mean for banks?
●● How can public initiatives and programmes encourage and
support multinationals to work more closely together with UK
suppliers rather than relying on overseas? Can lessons be learned
from other leading manufacturing nations such as Germany?
●●

12.40

LUNCH BREAK

AGENDA

STREAM B: BRIDGING THE MIDCAP GAP/THE ROLE OF INSURANCE
Chair: Rob Keller, Head of Global Trade Finance, UK & Ireland,
NatWest

●●

11.10	
Stuck in the middle? Highlighting the challenges

faced by mid-sized businesses (MSBs)

Moderator: Dan Roberts, Head of Trade & Working Capital,
Barclays
Adrian Went, Managing Director, Griffon Hoverwork
Ray Zabarte, GTS Product Head, Trade Services, NatWest
Adam Marshall, Director of Policy & External Affairs,
British Chambers of Commerce (BCC)
Mark Ling, Head of International Large Corporates,
Santander Corporate & Commercial
Andrew Charnley, Head of Trade, Mid Markets, Lloyds
Banking Group
How are companies looking to meet the resources challenges
faced in mounting sustainable export campaigns, particularly
those too big to receive third party support? Do MSBs need to
do more when it comes to entering more challenging markets
outside the EU and US?
●● Is greater patience needed by exporters when it comes to making
progress in new markets and ‘internationalising’ their business?
How important is access to ‘patient’ (long-term) capital when it
comes to making longer term investment decisions?
●● Smaller large companies or larger small companies: Is a change
in mentality required on how MSBs are perceived by the banking
community? Are the correct services and provisions being
made available and what role do public bodies like chambers of
commerce have to play?
●● Devil in the detail: How important are clear public mandates for
growing the MSB sector? Do UK institutions need to be more
forthright in their promotion of ‘Brand Britain’?
●● To what extent do regulations such as the UK Bribery Act
provide a barrier for overseas companies looking to do business
with UK firms?

How significant a role does UK Export Finance play in providing
funding and opening up new opportunities? Is there sufficient
awareness of the breadth of export funding options available or
are most companies relying on only a few of them?

11.55	
What role does the UK’s insurance market have to

play and how can usage increase?

Moderator: Shaun Purrington, Executive Director,
Arthur J. Gallagher
Scott Morrison, Head of Special Products, Trade Credit, AIG
Rachael Anstock, Deputy Regional Manager, Credit & Political
Risks, Zurich London
Mark Whiteley, Sales & Marketing Manager, Credit Risk Solutions
Denise Rowley, Credit Insurance Business Development,
UK Export Finance
What more can be done to make exporters aware of the benefits
of private credit insurance? Are we likely to witness greater
use as exporters look towards new markets? How important is
access to credit information?
●● Are we likely to see an increase in the use of insurance from
a credit enhancement perspective rather than from a pure risk
mitigation perspective?
●● When it comes to the private insurance market, how do you
differentiate between the short-term typically multi-debtor
approach and short to medium-term larger one-off contracts
available in the market?
●● Why are so few UK firms using insurance? Are exporters too
dependent on UK Export Finance and is greater collaboration
needed to widen the offering available? Has greater progress
been made on tenor lengths and how do the public and private
market compare?
●●

●●

12.40

LUNCH BREAK

STREAM C: SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL: SURVEYING THE SME BATTLEGROUND
Chair: Paul Smith, Head of Trade Finance, SME,
Lloyds Banking Group

11.55	
How has the rise of alternative finance impacted on

the market and is more choice now available to all?

Moderator: Melodie Michel, Deputy Editor, Global Trade Review
John Bugeja, Director, Trade Advisory Network
Geraldine Grandidier, Founder, Tidy Books
Geoffrey de Mowbray, Chief Executive & Managing Director,
Dints International
Michelle Gill, Director, Oceans ESU
Angus Dent, Chief Executive, ArchOver

11.10	
Do SMEs provide the oxygen for UK export growth?
Moderator: John Carroll, Head of International UK, Santander
Corporate & Commercial
Jacqui Ma, Founder, Good Ordering
Dave Bailey, Founder & Director, Hardknott UK
Alan Ainsbury, Head of Trade & Supply Chain Transaction
Services UK, NatWest
Paul Rogers, Vice-President, Relationship Management, UK,
Nordics & Southern Africa, BNY Mellon Treasury Services
Much has been made of the mandate for growing SME
business, but is there sufficient understanding of the criteria
SMEs have to meet for banks to lend to them? How does this
differ across institutions and is greater clarity needed?
●● How significant have initiatives such as the Funding for Lending
Scheme proved to be in matching SME risk profiles with bank
risk appetites?
●● How do SMEs approaches differ when it comes to expanding
into new markets? As an SME what is more important, expertise
or relationships? How have the likes of UKEF and UKTI sought
to bridge the knowledge gap?
●● Do some SMEs lack sufficient technical expertise when it comes
to financing and is this expertise available elsewhere in an
advisory capacity? Do companies know where to look for it? Are
we likely to see increased demand for ‘freelance CFOs’?
●● Making connections, receiving guidance and a forming a
coherent business plan: Is there enough support for new
companies, particularly with regards to the changing regulatory
environment?
●● How much of a stumbling block is lack of access to credit
information for SMEs? What measures are being taken to
improve this when it comes to rating agencies and other
information providers?

What has been the driving factor behind the growth of options
such as crowdfunding, invoice finance and peer-to-peer lending?
Is it lack of risk appetite from banks or regulation driving liquidity
to the non-bank sector?
●● What is the target market for the non-bank finance sector and
how do such options compare to bank lending in terms of both
availability and usage? Is there the risk of ending up with just the
transactions the banks don’t want?
●● How easy is it for exporters to access the alternative finance
market and has there been sufficient promotion of the benefits
provided? What are the primary governance/regulation
concerns?
●● Where do older more established providers such as forfaiters
and factors come in here? Is there sufficient room for everyone?
●● Has the growth of the alternative finance market seen a change
in approach when it comes to SME funding, going deeper to
finance not only finished goods but also material, logistics, duty
and even manufacturing?
●●

●●

12.40

LUNCH BREAK

AGENDA

SELECT EITHER STREAM A, STREAM B OR STREAM C
STREAM A: OLD FRIENDS: SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA & THE MENA REGION
Chair: Anthony Hilton, Journalist & Broadcaster

Where do the best opportunities manifest themselves? Is it worth
looking at the mid-tier, less competitive markets for higher profit
margins? How important is it to have a solid risk management
strategy when doing so?
●● How have consumer habits changed within Africa as a result of
economic growth and a developing middle class? Do we expect
to see the demographic change further and how is that likely to
impact on the export opportunities that present themselves?
●●

14.00	
Why aren’t more UK companies exporting into Africa?

Is it worth the hassle?

Moderator: Mark Norris, Partner, Sullivan & Worcester UK
Nicholas Oliver, Head of Business Development, NMS
International Group
Jack Bardakjian, Managing Director, Gapuma
Rollo Reid, Technical Director, Reid Steel
Chris van Niekerk, Managing Director, Global Corporate
Banking, Africa, Barclays
Bryan Richmond, Director, Supply Chain Services,
Crown Agents
Paul Udenze, Chief Executive Officer, BritChem Products
With relatively small volumes of UK goods and services going to
Africa, what are the main reasons for businesses being reticent
to enter the market (suitability of goods/services, legislation/
regulation, logistics, payment concerns, exchange rates)?
●● What are the primary challenges faced when looking to do
business in Africa and what advice can be provided for ‘navigating’
the continent? How do you go about choosing the right country do
conduct business and what are the differing characteristics?
●● How important is it to conduct the right levels of due diligence
when looking to make headway in a market such as Africa?
What are the key tips for successfully wining contracts and
accessing markets? How do you make sure you get paid?
●● How important is firm commitment when making the decision
to export into Africa? How much time do you have to spend incountry and does it require a commitment for the long-haul?

14.50

PROFILE

 till full of promise: Doing business in the Middle
S
East and North Africa
Stephan Saalfeld, Head of Structuring, ABC
International Bank
Chris Blackford, Operations Director, Sky Futures
Despite well publicised troubles across the region, strong
cultural and historical ties ensure that the Middle East remains
a key trading partner for the UK, with many British firms
successfully overcoming political and cultural barriers to tap into
a lucrative and fast growing market. During this session, regional
experts will reflect on the experiences of companies and banks
alike, including the importance of building relationships, the
need for an ‘on the ground’ presence to take advantage of
growing trade and commodity flows across the region, differing
challenges across different geography (GCC, Levant, Maghreb),
the need for greater embracement of technology/innovation, and
the implications of markets such as Iran ‘opening up’.

●●

15.30

NETWORKING BREAK

STREAM B: GOOD NEIGHBOURS: EMERGING EUROPE & CIS ROUND-UP
Chair: Adam Marshall, Director of Policy & External Affairs,
British Chambers of Commerce (BCC)

14.00

14.50	
How do the opportunities in emerging Europe

compare to those of more established export
partners?

ANALYSIS

Marco Nindl, Trade Finance Banker, Trade Facilitation
Programme (TFP), European Bank for Reconstruction &
Development (EBRD) to be interviewed by Adam Marshall,
Director of Policy & External Affairs, British Chambers of
Commerce (BCC)

Sanctions in Russia and beyond: How has business
been hit and what do you need to know?
David Cant, Managing Director, Albion Overseas
Nigel Kushner, Chief Executive Officer, W Legal

With various economic and political events across the continent
providing an ever changing business scenario in Europe (sanctions,
Euro depreciation, ECB quantitative easing, the need for structural
reforms), opportunities are being provided for new markets, with
countries such as Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary and Romania
all touted as appealing new export destinations. While Germany
remains the continent’s economic leader, ongoing challenges
faced in countries such as Portugal, Italy, Greece and Spain have
resulted in a change of priorities for many trading companies, while
emerging trade hubs have seen a new dynamic emerge across
Central and Eastern Europe. With the threat of a UK exit from the
European Union still looming large, where are the markets going
and how are UK exporters (and their banks) reacting?

Following events in Russia/Ukraine in 2014, sanctions have
presented a new challenge for business, with restrictions on
sectors such as defence, banking, oil and gas, and against key
individuals. This session will reflect on whether and how these
developments may impact your business, and how companies
are coping with the challenge. Also under discussion will be the
opportunities for the many companies unaffected by sanctions,
and the benefits to them of exploring this market, The session
will also look at the KYC/compliance concerns that come with
sanctions, how best to avoid being caught out (not just with
regards to Russia) as well as considering how easy it will be to
return to trading in those markets should conditions change.

15.30

NETWORKING BREAK

AGENDA

STREAM C: LOOKING FURTHER AFIELD: ASIA-PACIFIC & LATIN AMERICA
Chair: John Carroll, Head of International UK, Santander
Corporate & Commercial

Is a change of attitude needed when it comes to approaching
doing business in Asia? Are we seeing a less export-driven
Asian market as the cost of outsourcing increases? How
important is it to have a reliable network of partner institutions
to fall back on rather than relying on one bank to conduct all
business?
●● Not just China and India: Are government and banks doing
enough when it comes to providing support (finance, facilities,
advice) for entering the many lucrative markets outside of the 2
Bric economies?
●●

14.00	
Does Asia still lead the way in terms of opportunities?

Is enough being done to support UK expansion?

Moderator: Peter Sargent, Head of Transaction Banking,
Europe, ANZ
Charles Baughan, Managing Director, Westaway Sausages
Nigel Bobs, Founder & Director, Svaja
John Burbidge-King, Chief Executive Officer, Interchange
Solutions

14.50

REGIONAL PROFILE

Why is so little UK business conducted in Latin
America? What can be done to encourage more?

Sharing corporate experiences of doing business in Asia
including difficulties in obtaining credit, buyer demands,
obtaining insurance on distributors, delays to shipments, high
import duty levels, manufacturing partners and fragmented
distribution
●● What implications do falling oil prices and a potential ‘hard
landing’ (including decline in the global commodity market) have
for UK companies looking to export into Asia?
●● To what extent has the market seen a shift in the presence of
Asian banks moving into markets such as Europe? Are more
looking to take on UK exporters as clients and what are the
main hurdles (regulatory/fiscal/cultural)? How have UK banks
responded in turn?
●● How significant is the addition of Renminbi to the list of
UKEF-supported currencies when it comes to supporting and
structuring transactions in RMB? Is this likely to remain in key
sectors such as aerospace and automotives or is there potential
for further expansion?
●●

Simon Copeland, Latin America International Trade Specialist,
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI)
Paul Eadie MBE, Latin America Market Advisor, Northwest,
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI)
Robert Capurro, Chief Executive Officer, The Hispanic & Luso
Brazilian Council
Whilst the Eurozone, Russia and China face a downturn, this
session will highlight the wide range of export potential across
Latin America available to British companies by investigating the
opportunities that markets like Chile, Cuba, Panama, Colombia and
Venezuela offer for UK exporters. While local financing is high,
how can international financiers can benefit by expanding their
credit offerings, what is the risk appetite of doing business in Latin
America and to what extent do logistical, cultural and language
differences bear when trying to conduct business in the region?

15.30

NETWORKING BREAK

16.45

DEBATE

CLOSING PLENARY
Chair: Anthony Hilton, Journalist & Broadcaster

15.55

WORKSHOP

In conclusion: Are we witnessing a new hybrid
UK market?

UK Export Finance: A practical user’s guide to the
offerings available

Moderator: Anthony Hilton, Journalist & Broadcaster
Lesley Batchelor, Director General, Institute of Export &
International Trade
Adam Marshall, Director of Policy & External Affairs, British
Chambers of Commerce (BCC)
Mark Runiewicz, Chief Executive Officer, Trade & Export
Finance Limited (TAEFL)
Paul Croucher, Head of Trade Finance & Insurance Solutions,
UK Export Finance

Stephen Dootson, Financial Director, Hughes Safety Showers
Steve Cowles, Export Finance Advisor, North West,
UK Export Finance
This session will provide a practical, first-hand account of the
various products, services and facilities available from the likes
of UK Export Finance, highlighting the importance of taking a
more commercial and productive approach to supporting UK
business and emphasising the need for specific emphasis on the
SME and midcap sectors, as the drivers of UK industry.

16.20

Following the day’s extensive proceedings, this closing session
will provide an overview on the current state of the UK trade and
export market, assessing the changing dynamics and shifting
priorities of exporters, financiers and government, and how all
sides can best work together to maximise ‘Brand Britain’. Particular
attention will be placed on the impact of the various initiatives in
place to grow businesses of all sizes, as well as the increased
choice available in the market now, with a greater depth of finance
providers active in the market (peer-to-peer, crowdfunding,
institutional investors, trading houses, insurance companies).
The discussion will conclude by considering what such developments
mean for the modern bank, with increased competition and
choice meaning the adoption of a more partnership-based
approach and the potential for more hybrid-based transactions,
as well as what measures banks can take to increase their
competitive advantage (‘not just all about the financing’).

CASE STUDY

Open to Export
Julian Hucker, Chairman, Open to Export
Open to Export is an online export community backed by
Government and business, which aims by 2016 to help 20,000
businesses by offering free access to its forum, webinars and
industry contacts. It has been developed in direct response to the
need identified by UK SMEs for trusted, practical advice available
all in one place on the full range of issues they face when
identifying and moving into new markets. The Open to Export
website provides an open, collaborative and responsive platform
where SMEs can connect, learn and talk with experts and peers
to improve their effectiveness when doing business abroad.

“Excellent event for every
exporting company to improve
& enhance relationship links
with the UK banking sector.”
T Madkins, Black Country UKTI – ITA

17.25

CLOSING REMARKS FOLLOWING BY

EVENING NETWORKING RECEPTION HOSTED BY

QUESTIONS FROM DELEGATES CAN BE
SUBMITTED BEFORE THE CONFERENCE.
PLEASE SEND TO ASKTHEPANEL@GTREVIEW.COM

DELEGATE INFORMATION

UK TRADE & EXPORT FINANCE
CONFERENCE 2015
JUNE 9, 2015

For multiple bookings please email events@gtreview.com

Title: (please tick)
Mr

Mrs

Ms

Miss

Dr

First name

PRICING DETAILS
Standard rate

£849

Corporate rate

£149

Last name

(Exporters, importers, traders, manufacturers and producers of physical goods)

Early booking discount (10%)

10% discount

I am booking before May 1, 2015 and would like to
claim a 10% early booking discount.

Multi-booking discount

Job title

Department
15% discount

15% off second or any subsequent booking received from
the same company and office booked at the same time

Can’t make the conference?

Organisation
£150

Conference delegate pack, comprising all speaker
presentations and bios in both hard copy and online formats

Address

PAYMENT DETAILS

Postcode/Zip

Please invoice me for this event
Country

I will send payment via
Payment enclosed

Telephone

(Please select credit card type)

Facsimile
Card number
Email
Expiry date

3-digit security code
MM/YY

Signature

Cardholder’s name

I can confirm that I have read and agree to the terms and conditions below.

Company VAT number

4 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER
Email: events@gtreview.com or visit www.gtreview.com

Cardholder’s signature

Facsimile: Fax this completed form back to +44 (0)20 8673 8662
Telephone: +44 (0)20 8673 9666

Cardholder’s address

Post: GTR, Exporta Publishing & Events Ltd,

4 Hillgate Place, London SW12 9ER, UK

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Booking code

1. Bookings can be submitted at any stage
prior to the event, subject to availability.

or over the telephone are subject to these
booking conditions.

2. Payment must be received in full prior to
the conference.

6. All cancellations must be received in writing.

3. All speakers are correct at the time of
printing, but are subject to variation without
notice.
4. If the delegate cancels after the booking
has been accepted, the delegate will be
liable for the following charges:
•C
 ancellations notified over 14 days prior to
the event will incur an administration fee of
10% of the full amount.
•F
 or cancellations received less than 14 days
prior to the event, the full delegate rate must
be paid and no refunds will be available.
5. All bookings submitted by e-mail, fax, post

7. Exporta Publishing & Events Ltd will not
be held liable for circumstances beyond its
control which lead to the cancellation or
variation of the programme.

We would like to keep you informed (via
e-mail, mail or otherwise) about our products
and services which we consider may be of
interest to you.
If you do not wish Exporta to use your
information for marketing purposes,
please tick this box.

